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**Smart Cities**

- A Convergence of People, Technologies and Big Data

**Objectives**

This IERE Workshop will focus on research and initiatives of how technologies, big data and their intelligent applications can bring together the people, their interactions with city facilities and infrastructure to make urban living safer, more convenient, efficient and comfortable.
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Program

Plenary Session
- Keynote Address
- Special Session

Technical Session
- Session 1: Interacting with People
- Session 2: Enabling Technologies
- Session 3: Contribution of EV and Storage for Power System
- Session 4: Innovation & Future Technologies
- Session 5: Big Data & Customer Interactions
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Remarks

- Central Office appreciates all participants in this Workshop who cooperate with two days long tight program.

- We could exchange lots of information which will be a key to make our living in cities more efficient and comfortable.

- The objective of this Workshop has been attained and Central Office hopes that all participants are satisfied with very successful and fruitful discussion.
Next IERE Event

Vancouver General Meeting/Forum

**Date:** May 16 (Tuesday) – May 19 (Friday), 2017

**Venue:** Vancouver, Canada

**Theme:** Electric power storage and conversion to alternative energy

**Organized by:** Powertech Labs Inc. and IERE
Thank you all !!

See you in Vancouver next spring